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Issue 3 of the Leverage newsletter is out 
and some exciting initiatives are ahead.

Our desire was to begin dialogue about development issues that we have personally faced and know that others have as 

well. The newsletter already has almost 250 subscribers and was viewed by over 775 on LinkedIn last month.

In this issue, we discuss staying on task with vision as we are offered new funding that doesn't match mission. In addition, 

Andrew has a thoughtful piece on sustainability along with an opportunity to join a webinar on the topic. I hope you will.

Lastly, please mark your calendar for Leverage17 in Nashville, TN on Monday, September 25. We will be releasing speaker 

names shortly and will have an incredible lineup. There will also be the chance to register early and receive a substantial 

discount. Please let us know if SD Solutions or Winfred Henry Partners, LLC can assist with any of your development 

needs. Also, if there is a particular topic you would like to see addressed in future issues of this newsletter, please 

communicate that to us as well. Wishing you much success this month!

Mike
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When Andrew Shafer and I launched the newsletter in 

December, it was initially to begin follow up with attendees 

who joined us at the Leverage16 Forum in September. 

Life in the non-profit sector can bring myriad challenges. Pressures on discretionary 
spending in the US have never been greater.

Chase Vision, Not Dollars

There has been exponential growth in registered non-profits and ministries over the last ten plus years. This growth 

coupled with robust marketing and new digital platforms have directed us to more and more entertainment options, food 

options, travel opportunities, etc and thus have led consumers (read prospects) to be more discerning about where they 

place discretionary funds.



WHAT IS THE MISSION OF YOUR 
ORGANIZATION?  
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There has been exponential growth in registered non-profits and ministries over the last ten plus years. This growth 

coupled with robust marketing and new digital platforms have directed us to more and more entertainment options, food 

options, travel opportunities, etc and thus have led consumers (read prospects) to be more discerning about where they 

place discretionary funds.

Conceivably, this activity makes the acquisition of funding more complex and certainly the need to be nimble in that effort 

is very important. I have had several conversations with development professionals in recent months who are faced with 

an opportunity that bears discussion. Fortunately, in each of these scenarios the entity was blessed with success and loyal, 

thoughtful donors. However, in these situations, a donor was either offering new funding or asking for new proposals in 

areas not in the current scope of work for the organization. And in each case, the amount of funding was substantial. What 

do you do if you have a $10Million budget and this opportunity represents a gift of $1Million as an example? Consider 

the following….

If potential funding does not match your current 

priorities, this outlier gift has the chance to take you 

off target and create mission creep.

1 IS THIS GIFT OFFERED WITH 
ONGOING OPERATING SUPPORT? 

If the gift is for an operational initiative as a launch 

gift but with no identifiable ongoing direct support,  

it risks becoming a diversion and likewise creating 

mission creep.

2

WHAT DOES THIS DO TO THE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE DONOR? 

I have found that most donors who are fully invested will understand your desire to stay on point with what you are 

focused on strategically and are willing to consider altering the intent to fit the organization’s strategy or at the very least 

not let it affect future funding.

3
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Finally as a separate commentary but relevant to this issue- You should not focus an unnecessary amount of your time on 

chasing someone just because they have “wealth”.  History bears out that this is almost always likely to take you off task. 

Remember it is about CAPACITY AND PROPENSITY. Propensity delivers by engaging someone who not only has the 

willingness to give to the work, but even moreso,  a heartfelt desire to “invest” in the work. That’s where the magic happens.

CHASE VISION, NOT DOLLARS.    

WHAT IF THIS FUNDING IS A LAND SHIFT GIFT AND ACCELERATES LONG TERM 
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES? 

In this case, in concert with your Board, your leadership team and the donor, discuss accepting the gift as long as there is 

a formal plan for the ongoing support that will assure success. Even consider the possibility of diverting a portion of the 

gift to future years to assist in the accomplishment of this objective.

4

Sustainability in the Sector

STRATEGIC PLANNING is a critical first step. There has to be a clear, concise, and agreed upon set of goals and 

outcomes that staff, key volunteers, lead donors, and board members have all bought into.  However, caution should be used 

when determining who should be in those detailed conversations.  The last thing that you want to have happen is “nothing” 

due to a strategic planning – planning meeting – that is overrun by way too many opinions.

As a leader in the nonprofit sector, you work day and night to ensure that your mission can continue in perpetuity. 

Sustainability in your organization is, by and large, the most critical aspect of your position. But, what does it mean to be 

“sustainable” and how can you work towards achieving this goal?

We have identified five steps to work towards sustainability.  These steps are strategic planning, developing your case for 

support, finding lucrative prospects, feasibility testing and ultimately ensuring a strong future. 

Nonprofit organizations around the country and NGOs around the world seek to fulfill their 
missions in a big way, every single day! 

DEVELOPING YOUR CASE FOR SUPPORT or case statement is the next step after strategic planning has been 

completed.  The case statement is the version of your plan designed to look good and to be your partner on the road.  This 

should be your best friend for the duration of your campaign or set time-frame for this particular strategic plan.  A lot of clients 

call this the “pretty version.”
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FINDING LUCRATIVE PROSPECTS is what we all need, right!?  There is not a magic wand that any nonprofit has to 

help a select group of 7 figure prospects appear in your database.  Prospecting is hard!  However, it is important to remember 

that prospecting is not impossible and that everyone has great prospects who are passionate about your mission – they just 

have to be identified.  Current and former donors, alumni, friends, parents, neighbors, corporations, foundations, patients, and 

anyone with a vested interest in your mission.  Determining true audience for your explicit mission is essential.

FEASIBILITY TESTING is where the rubber starts to hit the road.  You have designed a great strategic plan, that has 

evolved into an impressive case statement, prospects have been identified, and now is the time for the true test.  A third party 

consultant, such as SD Solutions or Winfred Henry Partners, LLC, is best to perform a feasibility test.  Taking a critical mass 

from your audience, the consultant will meet with these individuals, ask strategic questions, and formulate an opinion on the 

likelihood of success for you proposed plan.

ESTABLISHING SUSTAINABILITY takes hard work and the first four steps listed lay that foundation.  Once the 

foundation is set, sustainability means focusing on the cycle of donor development.  We define this cycle as engagement, 

cultivation, solicitation, and stewardship.

If you can be successful fulfilling your mission, raising financial support, and providing sustainability, very little can stop you 

from progressing in a big way well into the future! 

The Five Steps to Sustainability

For more information and to be a part of a deeper dive into sustainability in the nonprofit sector, join us for a webinar on the 

topic scheduled for Thursday, March 9th!  Details at the link below.

http://tinyurl.com/npsustain

Creating a
Strategic Plan 

Developing your
case for support 

Compiling your
top prospects 

Testing the
feasibility 

Establishing
sustainability



MIKE HAMILTON

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SHOW HOPE
PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER, WINFRED-HENRY PARTNERS, LLC

Mike Hamilton is the Executive Director at Show Hope, CEO of Winfred-Henry Partners, and former 

Athletic Director at the University of Tennessee.

Mike is the Executive Director of Show Hope, a ministry dedicated to orphan care and adoption issues. 

Prior to his current role, Mike served as President of Blood:Water focusing on external messaging and 

revenue generation. Mike also spent 26 years in intercollegiate athletics at Clemson University, Wake 

Forest University, and the University of Tennessee. He served at UT for nearly 20 years, spending 8 of 

those years as Athletic Director where he managed a budget in excess of $100 million annually. During 

his tenure, fundraising revenue grew ten-fold to $45 million annually and totaled over $500 million. In 

2012, Hamilton launched Winfred-Henry Partners, LLC., a consulting firm focused on strategic planning, 

fundraising counsel and executive coaching. Winfred-Henry seeks to engage individuals and 

organization's stories to bring about transformation of lives.

     @winfredhenry1

     mikehamilton63@gmail.com

ANDREW SHAFER

CHIEF ADVANCEMENT OFFICER, PAULIST FATHERS
PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER, SD SOLUTIONS

Andrew Shafer is the Chief Advancement Officer for the Paulist Fathers - headquartered in New York 

City. Prior to his current position, Andrew served as Vice President for Advancement with Aquinas 

College (Nashville), and held similar development positions at Purdue University and The University of 

Tennessee, Knoxville. He is also a consultant for non-profit organizations; consulting on executive 

leadership and strategy development with a goal of creating "strategy leading to funding solutions." 

More at www.advancementplan.com. Andrew also instructs in an adjunct faculty capacity at a number of 

universities throughout the US. For more information, you can call 615.866.7037.

     @thesdsolution

     aashafer@advancementplan.com

Social Media Mentions
Join us online by using #leverage17 across platforms.
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